
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

We _______________________ these butcher-birds.1. (look out for)have to look out for

The antbirds were chirping and hopping about on the very edge of the
jungle, but I _____________________ that far.
2.

(past/not/go)did not have to go

_______________________________________________ to each other?3.
(what/the squire and Arnold/could/say/?)

What could the squire and Arnold have to say

With such an one, Jacob ____________________ on account of his
sinfulness, and it is just the humiliating consciousness of this his sinfulness
which forms the point at issue in his wrestling.

4.

(past/not/reckon)

had not to reckon

I ______________ him that it couldn't be.5. (past/tell)had to tell

I _______________ that it was.6. (past/admit)had to admit

This harmony of tone, as it is generally called, is the most important of
those which the artist ________________.
7.

(regard)has to regard

I forgot how much we _____________.8. (past/buy)had to buy

I ____________________ a place like the last.9. (shall/get)shall have to get

Dey _____________ with a wooden spoon.10. (past/eat)had to eat

She __________________ as well as to watch.11. (past/remember)had to remember

A workman ______________ his tools, don't he?12. (have)has to have

This is what women and boys _____________ on a farm, wait upon
everybody who-works.
13.

(do)
have to do

So, to keep matters right, they ____________ uncommon strict.14. (past/be)had to be

Fortunately for Smith, he _________________________ upon Hale for a
place in which to carry on his operations.
15.

(past/not/depend)
did not have to depend
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Freddy __________________ your dislike for the mission.16.
(past/overcome)

had to overcome

We ______________________ the Olympic games.17. (shall/close)shall have to close

__________________________________?18. (why/they/still/past/wait/?)Why did they still have to wait

_____________________________?19. (why/men/passive/tell/?)Why do men have to be told

This method of turning crankshafts is often used in general repair shops,
etc., especially where new shafts ___________________________ very
often.

20.

(passive/not/turn)
do not have to be turned
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